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Opening Remarks  
Ambassador Masood Khan 

Director General, The Institute of Strategic Studies, Islamabad (ISSI) 

 

 

 

It is my distinct pleasure to welcome the delegation of China Arms Control and 

Disarmament  Association (CACDA), led by Ambassador Sha Zukang,  to Pakistan and to 

the Institute of Strategic Studies, Islamabad (ISSI). I welcome you all to this seminar, 

which opens up new space for dialogue between arms control and disarmament experts in 

China and Pakistan. I hope that our discussions today will broaden the scope for the 

interaction between the two sides in the years to come.   

 

China is a great and steadfast friend of Pakistan. Both our countries have passed 

through difficult times and seen many transitions. But our friendship has remained 

constant. Pakistan and China are bound by a strong strategic cooperative partnership.  

 

Strong ties with China is the keystone of Pakistan‘s foreign policy. We admire 

China‘s rise and its advocacy of a peaceful and harmonious world.  

 

China, under the leadership of President Xi Jinping has made it clear that it would 

not compromise on its sovereignty and territorial integrity and would protect its maritime 

rights and interests under all circumstances. China rightly expects that its ―core interests‘ 

are respected by all countries. Simultaneously, it is working with its neighbours to 

promote peaceful development by investing in infrastructure, energy and industrial 

development. Its momentous decisions are shaping the strategic and economic landscape 

of the Asia Pacific region.     

 

China‘s destiny is higher and it has already impacted the globe radically and 

profoundly. Its home base is the Asia-Pacific, but its outreach is global. 

 

Here in Pakistan, we applaud China‘s success and take pride in it. 

 

China pursues and practices win-win partnerships amongst all. Its overriding 

doctrine is peace, not war; defence, not offence; cooperation, not confrontation. China 

upholds the principle of security for all. This worldview captures the essence and 

coinciding priorities and postures of Pakistan and China 

 

China adheres to the policy of no advocacy, no encouragement and no engagement 

in proliferation. It has admirably pursued disarmament goals. And China is a great 

proponent of international cooperation on peaceful uses of nuclear energy, particularly 

with the developing countries. 

 

In South Asia, India and Pakistan became nuclear weapon states in 1998. In fact, 

India conducted a nuclear test much earlier in 1974. We believe that a credible nuclear 
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deterrence ensures strategic stability in South Asia. Attempts are being made to undermine 

this equilibrium though the Cold Start Doctrine, threat of surgical strikes and induction of 

Ballistic Missile Defence. In the meantime, there is no dialogue between India and 

Pakistan and fresh measures to build confidence and enhance communication are at a 

standstill.  

 

Pakistan has propounded a Strategic Restraint Regime in South Asia comprising 

nuclear restraint, conventional balance, and conflict resolution. With nuclear parity 

established between the two countries, it is imperative to bridle open-ended conventional 

arms race and modernization of lethal weapons and eliminate drivers of conflict.  

 

As a responsible nuclear weapon state, Pakistan supports the objectives of nuclear 

disarmament and non-proliferation. We have maintained the highest standards of nuclear 

security and established an effective regime to ensure the safety and security of our 

nuclear facilities, stocks and personnel.  

 

We have stringent export controls in place, consistent with those applied by the 

NPT Parties and the Nuclear Suppliers Group. To strengthen the nuclear non-proliferation 

regime, Pakistan should be admitted to the NSG and accorded equal rights.  

 

What we need in South Asia is social and economic development and progress of 

its people. China has always played a constructive role in South Asia. It has counselled 

diplomacy and peaceful settlement of disputes through dialogue. I recall that during many 

serious crises, China through quiet diplomacy, defused tensions. 

 

 

Pakistan and China have a great partnership in the United Nations and other 

multilateral forums. In the negotiations on the CTBT and FMCT, our two delegations have 

collaborated closely, although China is an NPT nuclear weapon state and Pakistan is non-

NPT nuclear weapon state. The level of understanding and coordination between our two 

countries is exceptionally high.  

 

Pakistan and China also work together to strengthen the Biological Weapons 

Convention and Chemical Weapons Convention regimes. 

 

What is more, we have trust. In the UN General Assembly, the Security Council, 

Human Rights Council, and the Conference on Disarmament, we have always consulted 

each other and supported each other‘s positions.  

 

We thank China for its principled stance in the Nuclear Suppliers Group on the 

question of admitting new members in the club. China and Pakistan will continue to 

cooperate in the field of civil nuclear technology under IAEA safeguards.   

 

China‘s transformative and epoch-making initiatives of One Belt, One Road and 

the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor are the most effective contributions to 

contemporary human civilization. These initiatives are connecting continents and regions 
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and thus forging new relationships between the Asia-Pacific, Africa and Europe. This 

model of interdependence is really marking a global paradigm shift. We are proud that we 

are the flag bearers of one of the projects ─the CPEC.  

 

Now let me talk about Ambassador Sha. He is popular in China; and he is well 

known in Pakistan as well as in the international community. He has had a stellar presence 

wherever he has represented China or the United Nations.  

 

Ambassador Sha, Shah is a common name in Pakistan too, and we know that you 

are a great friend of Pakistan. In China, you are also affectionately called General Sha.  In 

Pakistan, we can call you Shah Sahib. You have helped Pakistan in crucial times. We will 

never forget that. And China has stood for us in many dark hours and disasters. That‘s 

why, as you visit Pakistan for the first time, you will feel the pulse of the people of 

Pakistan resonating with love for China. 

 

I also welcome our beloved and revered Ambassador Sun Weidong. He is wise, 

prudent, and caring.  His ambassadorship is synonymous with a quantum leap in Pakistan-

China economic ties and deepening of our all-weather strategic partnership.  He is a friend 

of the people of Pakistan and he is admired and respected by our leaders. His presence 

here is a matter of great pleasure for us.  

 

Let me conclude my remarks with some short sentences in Chinese:  

 

Ba ZhongYouyi bi shangao, bi haishen, bi mi tian, bi gang qiang, bi yanjinggui. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr Chen Kai, Vice President & Secretary General, CACDA: ―Deepen the 

cooperation between Pakistan and China as well as ISSI and CACDA.‖ 
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Khalid Banuri 
Director General, Arms Control and Disarmament Affairs (ACDA) 

 

 

Air Commodore Khalid Banuri, Director General, Arms Control and Disarmament 

Affairs (ACDA), Pakistan said that the on-going geopolitical and geo-strategic trends 

indicate rapid transformation in the security environment of South Asia, Middle East, East 

Asia and the rest of the word. This requires efforts by the international community in 

general and cooperation between existing and emerging powers to achieve lasting peace 

and stability, sustainable progress and prosperity. It is highly important that states within 

the region are able to cope.  

 

However, the growing conventional asymmetry between India and Pakistan, heavy 

arms spending by India, massive expansion of strategic and conventional forces,  

development of destabilising systems like the Ballistic Missile Defence system, and 

aggressive doctrine by India and frequent cross border violation and attacks makes 

achieving peace and prosperity in the region ─ a challenge. These alarming trends warrant 

concerted and sustained efforts to achieve doctrine of conflict resolution, strategic 

restraint, and conventional balance particularly in South Asia. In the absence of conflict 

resolution and conventional balance, also keeping in view of the foreign support to 

insurgent and terrorist elements in Pakistan, strategic stability in South Asia becomes 

critical to preserving peace. One expects that the International community in their 

military, economic and technological engagements with countries in South Asia needs to 

be cognizant of these ground realities in order to promote stability. At the same time, the 

international community needs to promote Pakistan‘s conflict resolution and stabilizing 

efforts and not allow their geopolitical and geo-economic interests to harm the long term 

peace, security and stability of South Asia. Simply stated this means following a principle 

of non-discrimination in the interest of regional stability. Pakistan has a long and 

recognized history of responsible use of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes. 

Therefore, there is merit in sharing skill knowledge and expertise with Pakistan as 

manifested in the Prime Minister‘s interventions at a nuclear security summit. 

 

China‘s efforts in achieving peace, security, stability and progress in the region are 

worth emulating. China‘s stance on various peace and security issues in multilateral for a, 

particularly the United Nations Security Council, the General Assembly, Conference on 

Disarmament, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has always been 

principled and supportive of an all-inclusive, non-discriminatory and criteria-based 

approach. China‘s cooperation with Pakistan on its various national security issues be it 

the energy security, industrial developments, nuclear power plants, the CPEC are a 

testament to China‘s long term commitment to Pakistan‘s development and security.  
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Irfan Yusuf Shami 
Director General (Disarmament) 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

 

 

 I would like to begin by paying a befitting tribute to two outstanding diplomats 

from the brotherly countries of People‘s Republic of China and Pakistan. Besides their 

widely acclaimed international stature in the disarmament arena, both Ambassador 

ShaZukang and Ambassador Masood Khan, continue to play a pivotal role in reinforcing 

the deep-rooted and multi-faceted strategic relations between the two neighbouring 

countries.  

 

 China is Pakistan‘s most trusted ally and all-weather friend. We have a long 

historic bond of friendship and cooperation to which we attach utmost importance. As an 

important global player, both in political and economic spheres, we consider China a 

pivotal player in maintaining peace in South Asia. 

 

 I would also like to highly appreciate the consistent policy of restraint, positive 

engagement and constructive role played by China in striving for strategic stability in 

South Asia, East Asia and indeed the world at large.The China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC) is an excellent example in this regard. 

  

 Since our independence, all Pakistani leaders have tried to establish good 

neighbourly relations with India. However, normalization of relations with India has 

continued to be a mirage. Since its beginning in 1997, the bilateral composite dialogue 

process has been suspended more often than it has worked. The resumed eight track 

composite dialogue began in 2004. Under the Peace and Security Track, two Experts 

Groups were established to consider nuclear and conventional CBMs. So far six rounds of 

expert-level talks on conventional CBMs and seven rounds of nuclear CBMs have been 

held, with the last round held in December 2012. Besides an earlier 1988 Agreement on 

Prohibition of Attacks against Nuclear Installations and Facilities, three nuclear related 

CBMs were agreed upon in the expert-level talks, namely hotline between the two Foreign 

Secretaries, Agreement on Pre-Notification of Flight Testing of Ballistic Missiles and an 

Agreement on Reducing the Risk from Accidents relating to Nuclear Weapons.  

 

 In 1998, following the nuclearization of South Asia, Pakistan presented its 

Strategic Restraint Regime (SRR) proposal, which envisaged three mutually dependent 

and reinforcing elements of conflict resolution, nuclear and missile restraint and 

conventional balance. Unfortunately, this proposal did not elicit any favourable response 

from India, which continues to be dismissive of all subsequent constructive proposals 

from Pakistan.  

 

Under Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif‘s vision of peaceful neighbourhood, Pakistan 

has also sought peace and strategic stability in South Asia as a corner stone of its foreign 

policy and considers conflict resolution as a means to achieve this objective. Pakistan was 
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not the first to introduce nuclear weapons in South Asia. We were forced to develop our 

nuclear capability for self-defence. As a nuclear weapon state, Pakistan‘s policy is 

characterized by restraint and responsibility. We have absolutely no intention to engage in 

an arms race with India.  

 

 Keeping in view the evolving security dynamics of South Asia, growing 

conventional asymmetry, provocative doctrines, belligerent rhetoric and aggressive 

posturing, we have been obliged to take all necessary measures and maintain a Full 

Spectrum Deterrence capability to safeguard our national security, maintain strategic 

stability and to deter any kind of aggression from India.  

 

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif recently proposed a constructive and doable four-

point proposal during his speech to the UN General Assembly. We desire a sustained, 

structured and substantive dialogue with India to resolve all outstanding disputes, 

including Jammu & Kashmir, Siachin, Sir Creek and water issues. Comprehensive 

strategic stability in South Asia would remain elusive without a holistic approach, which 

takes into account all relevant factors.  
 

As a responsible nuclear weapon state, Pakistan has continued to adopt several 

effective measures. All our strategic assets are fully secure and under the effective 

centralized command and control of the National Command Authority (NCA) headed by 

the Prime Minister. We have also instituted stringent national export control regimes, 

which are at par with best international standards. This is clearly manifested by our 

updated National Control List (NCL) and regular reports to the UN Security Council‘s 

1540 Committee. 
 

Pakistan remains committed to the universal objectives of non-proliferation and 

disarmament. Accordingly, we look forward to play our due role, as a mainstream partner, 

in the global non-proliferation regimes. While highly appreciating China‘s continued 

strong support in this regard, we also urge the international community to appreciate our 

legitimate and serious security concerns and adopt a comprehensive, non-discriminatory 

and fair approach towards achieving strategic stability in South Asia and recognize 

Pakistan‘s credentials as a responsible nuclear weapon state. 
 

 Since its inception in 2010, Pakistan has also been actively engaged with the 

Nuclear Security Summit (NSS) process and constructively contributed towards 

strengthening the global nuclear security architecture. 

 

 Nuclear power generation is an important component of our energy policy and our 

socio-economic development agenda. With over four decade long experience of safe and 

secure operation of nuclear power plants, under IAEA safeguards, Pakistan fully qualifies 

for international civil nuclear cooperation. We are extremely grateful to China for its 

continued and substantial assistance in the development of our civil nuclear power 

programme.  
 

 To conclude, I would like to reiterate that Pakistan remains keen to improve its 

bilateral relations with India through an uninterrupted dialogue process and confidence-
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building measures, which can usher in an era of genuine and lasting peace, stability and 

prosperity in South Asia.  

  

I thank you all. 
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Inaugural Remarks 

Ambassador Sun Weidong 
Ambassador of the People’s Republic of China to Pakistan 

 

 

Ambassador Sun Weidong, Embassy of the People‘s Republic of China, 

Islamabad, in his inaugural remarks said that South Asia with its two billion population, 

was a very important part of China‘s neighbourhood, and as such, it was in the interest of 

China to promote peace, stability and economic prosperity in the region. China is the 

largest neighbouring country of South Asia and it is committed to pursuing a good 

peaceful foreign policy towards all its neighbours. China is ready to advance relations 

with all South Asian countries on the basis of five principles of peaceful coexistence. 

China maintains that countries should treat each other equally and with respect. China puts 

mutual benefit, win-win cooperation and common development as the priority. This is part 

of China‘s policy to create a prosperous and secure neighbourhood. Together, South Asia 

and China could become important part of South-South cooperation and contribute to 

world peace and development. China is working towards this end by deepening 

cooperation with South Asia. In 2014 trade volume between China and South Asia 

reached US$106 billion. He remarked that China is the biggest investor in Pakistan and is 

ready to deepen its cooperation with South Asia in all spheres. In this regard, China is 

ready for strengthening of cooperation with South Asia in spheres such as trade, 

investment, infrastructure, and industrial cooperation. China and Pakistan are working on 

the Pakistan-China Economic Corridor (CPEC) which would build infrastructure. China is 

at the same time pushing for the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar economic corridor. 

There are many other initiatives for regional cooperation. China is also ready to conduct 

much closer cooperation with SAARC. Currently, South Asia is also facing multiple 

security challenges. China hopes to build common, comprehensive, cooperative and 

sustainable security. Most of all, he stressed that in the contemporary world states cannot 

achieve individual security and prosperity without achieving common security and 

development. In the modern world, states have to work together for common security. 

China is thus willing to work together with South Asian states on traditional and non-

traditional security issues. China would like to work together with South Asian countries 

on international security cooperation and promote law enforcement capacity through 

multilateral mechanisms such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). India and 

Pakistan are becoming full members of SCO. He called Pakistan and China the iron 

brothers, ones that have stood the test of time. In April 2015, the Chinese President paid a 

successful visit to Pakistan and both countries decided to uplift their bilateral relations to 

an all-weather strategic partnership. China is confident that with joint efforts the 

friendship and cooperation between the two countries will reach new heights. 2015 is the 

year of China-Pakistan friendly exchange and we have organized a series of activities to 

further the people to people friendship. The interaction between think tanks will be an 

important part of this cooperation. China is working to promote peace and stability in 

South Asia. Pakistan and China are working together to bring the peace process in 

Afghanistan back on track.  
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Keynote Address 

Ambassador Sha Zukang 
Honorary President 

China Arms Control and Disarmament Association (CACDA) 

 

 

Ambassador Sha Zukang, Honorary President, China Arms Control and 

Disarmament Association (CACDA) said that it was his first visit to Pakistan and he 

greatly appreciated the overwhelming welcome, hospitality, and sincerity extended by the 

people of Pakistan. 

 

The first speaker of the session Ambassador Sha Zukang spoke on the East Asia 

strategic stability. He was of the view that there are four countries that form the geo-

composition of the East Asia, China, Japan, North Korea and South Korea; however, there 

are two other major players in the region United States and Russia. Ambassador Zukang 

was of the view that since the Second World War there has never been a major military 

clash between the countries of the South East Asia and has been peaceful and stable in 

general.  

While talking about China‘s relations with Japan, Ambassador Zukang stressed 

that China and Japan relations are 2000 years old, we share a common set of culture, 

norms, architecture and traditions. Somehow Japan has become uncertain of China‘s 

intentions towards it ;Japanese people‘s fear is embedded in the history of the Second 

World War. Another core issue which is an irritant between China and Japan is the 

Senkaku island dispute. Nonetheless China has always welcomed any form of dialogue or 

agreement to solve the conflict over the table through discussions.  

 

While talking about China‘s relation with South and North Korea, Ambassador 

Zukang elucidated that after the division of the Korean Peninsula South Korea aligned 

itself with the United States whereas North Korea emerged as a traditional partner of 

China. He highlighted the fact that although China and South Korea started off on a 

difficult note, today China and South Korea share a healthy relationship and collaborate in 

all fields. Also, South Korea has been extremely careful and cautious in balancing its 

relationship with China and the US.  

 

While speaking on China and North Korea‘s relations, Ambassador Zukang said 

that China values its traditional relations with North Korea. At the same time nuclear 

weapon development in North Korea alarmed China which resulted in creating differences 

in the relationship. China believes that the entire Korean Peninsula should be de-

nuclearized.  

While commenting on China‘s relations with other countries in the region, 

Ambassador Zukang said that the US is one factor which has, which can and which will 

continue to impact the strategic stability in South Asia and South East Asia. Parallel to 

that China has cordial relations with Russia and has no element of conflict in the 

relationship. China‘s relation with Pakistan is not that of an ally but we cherish an all-

weather friendship. 
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Commenting on China‘s military build-up, Ambassador Zukang vividly stated that 

China‘s military development is in order to defend itself from any external threats. 

China‘s leadership believes in the code that the Chinese military should be capable to fight 

war, win the war. He said that China will never attack unless it is not attacked. 
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Strategic Stability in South Asia & China 
Zafar Nawaz Jaspal 

Director, School of Politics and International Relations 

Quaid-i-Azam University,  Islamabad 

 
 

The prevalent Strategic equilibrium between India and Pakistan has been 

sustaining the strategic stability in the region. The former, however, has been 

endeavouring to transform the current regional strategic environment since April 2004. 

New Delhi‘s military doctrinal revamping, endeavour to develop missile defence systems 

and colossal military hardware purchases from the advanced military industrial complexes 

have a potential to unleash devastating arms race in the region. Though Islamabad is 

intelligently avoiding the trap of arms race, yet was forced to transform its nuclear posture 

in 2013.  

 

The cementing strategic partnership between India and United States have 

productive effect on India‘s military build-up. Indo-US nuclear deal (2008) and Indo-US 

space cooperation (2004) negatively contributed in the strategic environment of South 

Asia. Both agreements facilitate India to modernize its nuclear devices, ballistic missiles, 

and missile defence systems. Simultaneously, it encourages India to reject Pakistan‘s 

nuclear restraint regime proposal as well as adopt apathetic approach towards international 

arms control and disarmament initiatives. 

 

President Obama reiterated his Administration‘s earlier stance to support India‘s 

Nuclear Supplier Group (NSG) candidature during his India‘s visit in January 2015. 

Ironically, President Obama had completely ignored the foundational logic of the NSG in 

1975, which entered into force in 1978. India had also violated its commitments with 

Canada, United States and International Atomic Energy Agency( IAEA) by reprocessing 

the CIRUS reactor spent fuel for military purposes. Neither, President Obama pressurized 

India to join the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) for the sake of nuclear 

technological assistance, nor hewas preserving the philosophical constructs of the NSG. 

India‘s NSG membership would be having strategic and economic dividends for New 

Delhi and serious strategic repercussions for South Asia in particular and nuclear non- 

proliferation regime in particular.   

 

The NSG membership would not only elevate India‘s stature in the community of 

nations, but it also facilitates its entry into other important strategic cartels, i.e. the Missile 

Technology Control Regime (MTCR), the Australia Group and the Wassenaar 

Arrangement. These four voluntary cartels have decisive contribution in controlling the 

spread of lethal military technologies. Being a member of these four cartels, India would 

be in an advantageous position to modernize its military muscle. The advancement in the 

Indian military arsenal, certainly, obliges its neighbours particularly Pakistan to invest 

more in both the indigenous developments and purchases of military hardware from its 

meagre resources to solidify its defensive fence or sustain the strategic balance, which is 

imperative for the regional strategic stability.      
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The South Asian strategic stability requires an arms control agreement establishing 

limits on both conventional and nuclear weapons inventories. Admittedly, prevalent trends 

in the regional and global politics are not conducive for the conventional and nuclear 

disarmament. However, comprehensive arms control probability exists in South Asia. In 

this context, the Great Powers, including China‘s role is undeniable. China‘s strategic 

partnership with Pakistan and impressive economic engagement with India accentuate its 

constructive role in sustaining the prevalent strategic stability in South Asian. In addition, 

―China has always held that common effort by all nations is necessary to realize 

disarmament and safeguard world peace. It has long stressed and supported international 

community‘s sustained efforts to promote arms control and disarmament.‖  

 

India‘s exceptional treatment by the contemporary nuclear order on the behest of 

the United States has set an unhealthy precedent. Moreover, it has shaken the basis of the 

normative framework of the nuclear order and also hastens the decay in the twentieth 

century‘s global nuclear architecture. Consequently, today, the global non-proliferation 

regime is under unprecedented stress. The core items of the Conference on Disarmament 

agenda — Nuclear Disarmament, Negative Security Assurances, Prevention of Arms Race 

in the Outer Space, and Fissile Material Cut-off Treat — have failed to receive a decisive 

support during the recent years. The deadlock on these issues has created a systemic crisis 

for the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva, Switzerland.    

 

The Obama Administration has been supporting India‘s bid for full membership of 

the NSG for the sake of Washington‘s political, strategic and economic interests since 

2010. The United States delegates argued that India was ―ready for membership of the 

NSG‖ during the 2015 Annual Plenary Meeting (June 1-5, 2015) of the Group held at 

Bariloche in Argentina. Beijing‘s principled stance that only Nuclear Non-Proliferation 

Treaty (NPT) parties are allowed to become a member of the NSG barricade ─ the India‘s 

bid for full membership of the Group. Consequently, it prevented the emergence of 

strategic imbalance in the South Asia. 

 

Washington has been encouraging as well as lobbying for New Delhi‘s 

membership to a 34-member voluntary Missile Technology Control Regime. India had 

formally submitted an application to MTCR in June 2015. Nevertheless, the constructive 

sense prevailed during the discussion in the MTCR plenary held in the port city of 

Rotterdam in Holland on October 5-9, 2015. India‘s bid for membership of theMTCR was 

foiled.    

 

China and Pakistan have convergence of opinion on non-proliferation. Both states 

stand for the complete prohibition and thorough destruction of all kinds of WMD, 

including nuclear, biological and chemical weapons. Thus, China and Pakistan today have 

a unique opportunity to rekindle the global nuclear security momentum .Islamabad and 

Beijing could constitute a bilateral working group to kick-start an ambitious but useful 

project to prevent the nuclear and radiological terrorism and enhance the physical security 

of nuclear material. In this context, the consensual approach towards Prevention of an 

Arms Race in outer Space, FMCT, complete nuclear disarmament and Container Security 

Initiative (CSI) would be a constructive scheme. Certainly, the collaborative effort for the 
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sake of nuclear safety and security is timely and strategically wise due to China‘s 

advancing nuclear reactor industry and Pakistan‘s ambitious nuclear energy programme. 

 

China and Pakistan have already framed their export control laws according to the 

requirements of the UNSC Resolution 1540. Perhaps, both states cooperation within the 

framework of UNSC Resolution 1540 (2004) would be in the advantage of the region. In 

addition, China ought to play its role in reshaping the global nuclear order. 

 

To conclude, the non-discriminatory and criteria-based arms control approach 

could only sustain the prevalent strategic stability in South Asia. Perhaps, the preferred 

treatment of India by the United Sates led western world would have a potential to subvert 

the prevalent strategic stability in South Asia. Hence, the continuity of a constructive role 

of China in the nuclear realm is imperative for the South Asian Strategic Stability.  
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Zahir Kazmi 
Director, Arms Control and Disarmament Affairs (ACDA) 

 

 

Let me re-state that obvious: security environment in South and East Asia is 

interconnected and in a state of flux. 

 

Strategic stability is an amorphous and slippery concept, which is often 

interchangeably used for deterrence stability. 

 

Strategic stability came to be defined during the Cold War in terms of deterrence 

relationship between the United States and former Soviet Union. There was stability as 

long as both sides knew that each could respond in a devastating way to a nuclear attack 

by the other. This notion is not true for Pak-Indo Subcontinent. 

In my reckoning the difference between strategic and deterrence stability is that of 

pounds and pennies.  

 

If we take care of pounds, the pennies will take care of themselves. For instance, 

resolving the outstanding disputes of the Subcontinent ─ the pounds ─ would 

automatically stabilise the nuclear deterrence, which are the pennies. 

 

So, whichever, notion you prefer to relate with ─ strategic stability in South or 

East Asia remains fragile. 

 

If strategic stability between Pakistan and India was achieved, the deterrence 

relationship could also stabilise and would complement global peace and security.  

 

In my view, stabilising Indo-Pak subcontinent is contingent on triadic political, 

military and multilateral nuclear-diplomacy imperatives.  

 

Firstly, enduring political stability between India and Pakistan would lie in de-

freezing the status quo instead of holding each other to ransom with growing conventional 

military imbalan ceand nuclear weapons. This implies that making concerted efforts 

towards dispute settlement like resolving territorial dispute over Siachen and 

reinvigorating the bilateral Composite Dialogue Process stalled since 2012. 

 

 

Secondly, in the military domain, maintaining a stable nuclear deterrence would 

require several mutually inclusive measures, such as eschewing any dangerous 

conventional or nuclear doctrines like the doctrines to find the space to fight under nuclear 

threshold and the threat of massive retaliation.  

 

The third leg of the triad concerns simultaneously mainstreaming Pakistan and 

India in the nuclear non-proliferation regime through non-discriminatory and uniform 

criteria-based access to peaceful nuclear technology. 
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Political Stability 

 

Let‘s see the strategic stability aspect of the triadic imperatives of stability. In my 

understanding, the strategic and political stability are synonymous. There lies a fine 

distinction between what constitutes strategic and deterrence stability once we look at 

India and Pakistan relations. 
 

To me strategic stability would be an ideal situation that precludes the possibility 

of war and in its absence, pursuit of deterrence stability would be the next logical option. 

 
For New Delhi, the interest would perhaps be in maintaining the status quo in 

resolving bilateral territorial disputes and expecting that Pakistani territory is not used for 

Mumbai-type attacks. 

 

For Islamabad, the relations would stabilise if India resolves the outstanding 

territorial disputes, does not open a second front in the West, closes the third front of 

internal destabilisation of Pakistan and that its growing strategic partnerships do not 

exacerbate Islamabad‘s security challenges. 

 
By implication, if such ideal environment remains under stress, deterrence stability 

would be the next best option that means that potential for crises and conflicts would exist. 

 
The hope in 2013 that India and Pakistan had a historical opportunity for 

stabilising the relations is fading due to New Delhi‘s intransigence to resolve basic issue 

of Kashmir.  

 

In my opinion, settling the Siachen dispute could be the icebreaker, as it remains 

the low hanging fruit since Agra Summit(July 14-16 2001). 

 

Deterrence Stability 

 

I now move to the second triad for stability in the Subcontinent. 

My main assertion about deterrence stability is that for want of normalisation at the 

political level, avoiding a nuclear conflict i.e. nuclear deterrence would be the next ideal. 

This means that the probability of minor conflicts and crises shall exist.  

 
In a crisis cycle, neither India nor Pakistan would be able to guarantee controlling 

or dominating crisis escalation ─ especially once a side starts a war thinking it will remain 

limited to conventional tactical or operational levels. 

 

Three Propositions 

 

I consider that the deterrence stability is coming under a growing degree of stress 

due to certain factors regarding which I have three propositions. 
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One 
Both India and Pakistan have the policy of Credible Minimum Deterrence but it is 

well known that minimalism is not fixity. I must emphasize that Pakistan seeks balance, 

not parity with India. 

 

The so-called ―Pivot to Asia‖ is still affecting the strategic balance, in which the 

nuclear weapons‘ capabilities of the states would ultimately continue to play a significant 

role. 

This is because India is trying to take advantage of American rebalance by offering 

to open a franchise for them in the Indian Ocean. In that cover New Delhi is arming to the 

teeth and is developing conventional and nuclear forces at a pace that these capabilities 

would ultimately start affecting the security interests of major powers that are letting this 

happen for their short-term economic interests. 

 

India and Pakistan 1998 nuclear tests had created a semblance of strategic balance 

in the Pak-Indo Subcontinent ─ this equation is getting disturbed as a consequence of the 

Pivot to Asia. 

 

The way India is arming to the teeth in conventional and nuclear domain, it seems 

that in near future strategic stability would not remain Pakistan‘s concern only. 

To me the success of American pivot would depend on the ‗balance‘ Asia would like to 

achieve with it in return. 

 

Two 
 

My second proposition is that the credibility of deterrence becomes an issue once a 

side has the policy of fighting a limited war under nuclear overhang and threatens massive 

retaliation if the other side reacts by limited nuclear use.  

 

Three 

 

Thirdly, the submarine-based assured second-strike capability would lend 

credibility to deterrence.  

 

The deterrence would come under greater stress once India develops a full-fledged 

and assured second-strike capability and Pakistan does not. Theoretically at least, the side 

without an assured second strike can be in a complicated situation. 

 

Imbalance in sea-based deterrence and a BMD shield may further increase Indian 

proclivity for pre-emption. 

 

Given the situation, Pakistan would then achieve strategic deterrence through the 

development of a modest triad, with sufficient nuclear weapons and delivery means, 

including hardened infrastructure for its protection, and effective C
4
I

2
SR system 
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(command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, information, surveillance 

and reconnaissance). 

 
Nuclear Diplomacy Imperatives 

 

The third measure of the triad for stability is about a non-discriminatory approach 

in granting access to peaceful nuclear technology. This would not only stabilise the 

subcontinent but also lend more credibility to the non-proliferation regime. 

 

Pakistan has formally expressed its interest in membership of the Nuclear 

Suppliers Group. Like Pakistan, India also desires to participate in the NSG and was 

granted a special waiver in 2008 to trade with the participating governments of the group. 

This was a unique transition in standards that were bent for politico-economic incentives. 

One of the factors for consideration regarding membership of the NSG is that the 

prospective participating governments should be signatories to the Treaty on Non-

Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) or adherents of a Nuclear Weapons Free Zone 

(NWFZ).  

 

India and Pakistan do not accept the NPT in its current form but cooperate with the 

non-proliferation regime and are willing to participate in the NSG.  

 

The Group exercised flexibility in its rules to grant a waiver to India for trading 

with its participating governments but has thus far not granted membership to India and 

maintains a different approach towards Pakistan‘s membership. The 48 participating 

governments of the NSG have not yet settled on a set of membership criteria and 

regulatory norms. 

 

NSG remained divided on expanding the membership. Similar behaviour was seen 

recently in the efforts to expand the membership of Missile Technology Control Regime.  

The non-proliferation regime is at a critical juncture where it can either strengthen 

or weaken itself. Strength would lie by adopting uniform and non-discriminatory criteria 

for an engagement with non-NPT NWS.  

 

Conclusion 

 

My concluding thoughts are that enduring political stability between India and 

Pakistan would lie in de-freezing the status quoby making concerted efforts towards 

conflict resolution rather conflict management. India and Pakistan have the potential to 

rise as the economic powerhouses of South Asia if both could stabilise their relations at 

the strategic level and overcome their sources of conflict. 
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Rizwana Abbasi 
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We all are well familiar that the global political system is not permanent but 

dynamic in nature. However, transformation that we witness today is non-linear and 

complex. A spatial shift of global focus from the Atlantic to the Asia-Pacific is both real 

and inevitable that is fostering competing and conjoining interests of all the players 

involved. My contention is that there are four foci of interests that are making the Asia-

pacific a new reality.  

 

First, Geo-economics Reorientation: the empirical emerging evidences prove 

how the common region of Indo-Pacific seems to emerge as the fulcrum of geostrategic 

equilibrium. For example, by 2025, Asia is likely to account for almost half of the world‘s 

economic output. It is estimated that 2025 world‘s top 10 economies would reside in 

Asia(China, India, Japan and Indonesia).With almost 55 percent of India‘s trade transiting 

through the Malacca Straits;60 percent of the total global container traffic and that of 70 

percent of petroleum transit through the Indian Ocean. Nearly 45-50 percent of the 

world‘s population dwells in the Indo-Pacific region. Over 11 million jobs in the US 

directly depend on this region. Based on this notion, the interests of distant contenders are 

going to make their presence permanently visible in the Asia-Pacific, in times to come. 

 

Second, Enduring Intra-Regional Frictions: for example friction such as 

Taiwan‘s sovereignty and the divided Korean peninsula; Spratlys and Paracels in the 

South China Sea; the Senkakus or Diaoyutai in the East China Sea; the Takes him as in the 

Sea of Japan; Parts of Arunachel Pradesh between India and China; issue of Kashmir 

between India and Pakistan; complicated ethnic and religious problems such as the issues 

of Tibet and Sinkiang will keep other players like the US glued to the region as for them, 

they may not afford to let regional milieu slip into a dangerous situation. 

 

Third, Renewed Balancing: that involves states both internal and external 

balancing. With explosive growth in modern technology, innovation and emergence of 

new war fighting concepts, countries of the Asia-Pacific are seeking to enhance their 

security based capacity. For example, Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA); 

strengthening existing military potential; indigenization of military hardware; adaptive 

military doctrines; alliances and collaboration are visible indicators in this direction. 

Within this, the techno-military dimension of maritime power that is considered pivotal 

for guarding strategic interests across the oceans seems significant. Economic rivalries 

among major industrialized states tended to perpetuate a state of techno-economic security 

dilemma.  

Fourth, Natural Disasters: the Asia-pacific has been estimated the disasters prone 

region. This would keep the US and other actors glued to the region to help states to 

mitigate, prepare and recover from such future crises.  
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It is important to understand that there are four major players in the Asia Pacific 

that are busy in projecting their power. For example, one, the US‘ strategy is based on 

Asia Pivot or rebalancing; two, Chinese‘s focus is on maximization of strategic influence 

through economic development; three, Indian model is based on Greater India Vision – 

Material power and; four,  Japan may be interested in larger integrated regional role based 

on the principle of maximization of material power. 

 

The question arises how states behave to mitigate power differentiation and uneven 

power balance in the Asia Pacific? Answer to this question is based on three guiding 

principles ─ Policy of Containment(treat them as regional rivals); Policy of 

Stylization(subordinate the foreign policy of the middle power to their own through 

interventionist policy ─ aid dependence); and Policy of Accommodation (devolve regional 

responsibility to loyalists).  

 

First, Policy of Containment:  the Chinese peaceful rise may be perceived at the 

level of competing contenders ─ a danger of power transition that will not be peaceful and 

eventually transform the region into an unbalanced multipolar system. Indeed, in my view, 

there is no doubt that China holds the potential to outweigh influence of any power in the 

region.  

 

Second, Rising China is more likely to be peaceful by seeking accommodation 

with the US but the latter may not afford the balance of power becoming unfavourable to 

its interests and values. It may not offer equal space to emerging contender on capability-

based ground. Some western observers believe that peace in the Northeast Asia would be 

guaranteed only if the US would outweigh China to try to keep it from expanding.  

 

Third, India ─ a Middle Power is maximizing its influence in the region under 

Policy of Stylization.Thus, India deliberately opted for confrontation avoidance with the 

greater powers thus, transcending and projecting outsiders‘ power in this region. Indian 

behaviour indeed over times fluctuated from a minor to an aspirant great power. India 

pursues capability not threat-based planning model.  
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Inter-play of these four major players will be the chief determinant of future order 

in this region. In parallel, defensive, non-intrusive, economic cooperation and regional 

integration are guiding pillars of Chinese policy to deal with threats and achieve national 

goals. China is a defensive and status quo power that has the potential to develop relaxed 

and stable great power relationship. If China fails to perpetuate its economic growth, it 

will not emerge as the new security stabilizer in the East Asia. If that happened then US 

does not need to place its troops in Japan and Korea as a consequence Japan will remain 

the wealthiest power in the region. This regional security will become multipolar and 

balanced among China, Russia and Japan ─ if Japan builds its robust conventional military 

force and nuclear weapons. Some argue that coming multi-polarity is prone to war, 

Europe‘s past could be Asia‘ future. My contention is that coming multipolarityis reality 

that is complex but less war prone that would have more stabilizing impact in this region 

thereby fostering cooperation, economic development and prosperity.  

 

Question arises how can China play a stabilizing role? One, it is imperative for 

China to upgrade and safeguard its alliances through a policy of accommodation. China, 

Russia and Japan can build ‗delicate diplomacy‘. The present era is opposite to ‗prisoners 

dilemma‘ that is ‗prisoner‘s delight game‘. This means ‗unilateral trade liberalization.‘  

China-US economic interdependence is inescapable reality. Both China and the US have 

to pursue policies of geopolitical accommodation to avoid conflicts. US and China should 

negotiate a grand bargain to resolve maritime and land disputes and accept each other‘s 

role in the East Asia. Presently both the US and China are heavily interdependent which 

make them secure, they greatly moderate the security dilemma imposed by the global 

system.  

 

 Two, regional organization and multilateralism may help mitigate states‘  

mistrustand competition but it will not transform the anarchic system. China can maintain 

and mange relations with regional actors on shared interests and values on whole range of 

areas. For example, collective security fits to the regional security. Growth of complex 

interdependence and institutionalization and civilized competition in the Asia pacific 

would lead to regional peace and security. All the regional institutions hold potential to 

minimize regional security uncertainties in newly emerging multipolar world order. 

Region of Alliances and cooperation through ASEAN, APEC, ARF, AIIB, BRICKS, 

SCO, SAAR Care important institutions to identify shared interests, preserve collective 

security, and maintain civilized competition. 

 

Three, indeed the mega project  ─ One Border and One Road (OBOR) within 

which the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)is a ―game changer‖ ─ that will 

safeguard and yield dividends for regional development, peace and stability, thereby 

guaranteeing, regional inclusion, for the prosperity of the people of this region. The CPEC 

would bridge distances and connect China to Middle East, through Maritime Silk Road 

with Africa, and Europe. Pakistani nation wants to proceed further and remain focused on 

issued such as regional development, peace and prosperity.  

 

Four, Indian bullying behaviour, proxies and war waging policy to destabilize 

Pakistanis a major challenge in this process. A confused and highly ambitious India needs 
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to be accommodative by projecting defensive and mature behaviour if it aspires to be a 

leading contender in global affairs. Any kind of confrontation between India and Pakistan 

can exert damaging impact on Chinese peaceful rise. I think China has the potential to 

help manage and resolve the issue of Kashmir thus setting strategic redirection of the two 

states. 

Five, on non-proliferation issues, Pakistan‘s strategic goals align with China in the 

area of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament. Pakistan‘s promotes credible minimum 

nuclear deterrence ─ that is not open ended and non-war fighting for the reasons to 

preserve national security and regional peace. The nuclear non-proliferation treaty is a 

powerful instrument to contain nuclear proliferation but it has some serious structural 

flaws attached to it ─ thus it is not addressing our security demands in its present form. 

The nuclear deal with Iran on diplomatic ground is a big breakthrough and it would have a 

far-reaching impact on the non-proliferation regime and stabilizing effects in the region. 

On similar ground, six-party talks can address the North Korean issue. Israel is already 

under the protection umbrella. Indo-Pakistan inclusion in the non-proliferation regime is 

timely to constrain their vertical proliferation and mitigate any future risks.  

 

More so, the use of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes has become a new 

reality in an energy-starving world. In time, the NSG will have to reflect emerging trends 

in the global nuclear power industry. As agreed in NPT Article IV, the Group by no means 

will oppose development of peaceful nuclear energy, even as it remains strongly opposed 

to proliferation. Right of peaceful uses of nuclear technology should not be hampered at 

the expense of nuclear proliferation. As a result of its own geopolitical and national 

security imperatives, Pakistan has proposed to create a criteria base approach, thus 

demanding revision in the structure of the NSG to align new aspirants to meet the current 

demands. The NSG cannot follow double standards thus imposing stringent rules on 

Pakistan whereas as lax rule on India. China can play a positive role in this context. 

Chinese assistance in regard to the K II and III power plants ─ under the grandfather 

clause ─ is important for Pakistan as they are considered an efficient pathway towards 

mitigating growing energy starvation and deficiency that plagues our society and 

sustainable growth and development. 

 

Finally, china can help build a Trilateral Arms Control Mechanism in South Asia. 

For long I had been proposing a trilateral arms control mechanism in South Asia. NEW 

Trilateral Southern Asian Arms Control Mechanism would help maximize peace and 

minimize dangers of war. China through economic Development and connectivity can 

bridge distances and preserve human security and prosperity of this region.  
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Conflict Resolution and CBMS in South Asia 
Adil Sultan  

Director, Strategic Plans Division 

 

 
Before deliberating on the topic of ―Conflict Resolution and CBMs in South Asia‖, 

it may be useful to draw linkage with the overall theme of the conference – ―Strategic 

Stability in South Asia and East Asia: Constructive Role Played by China‖. South Asia 

and East Asia are two separate regions with different ‗securitization‘
1
 and 

‗desecuritization‘
2
 priorities, but China remains a common variable, essentially providing 

stability through economic integration while avoiding conflict. In order to analyse China‘s 

role in the emerging regional and global security architecture, it may be useful to briefly 

recap our understanding of Regional Security Complex (RSC), and how the external 

variables, essentially the growing US interference and the willingness of some regional 

countries especially India, to play a supporting role, could change the Asian security 

landscape, thus making South Asian conflict resolution more problematic.   

 

How Do We Define RSC? 

 

According to one of the explanations: RSC could be described as: ―a group of 

states whose primary security concerns link together sufficiently closely that their national 

securities cannot reasonably be considered apart from one another.‖ 

In view of this explanation and looking at the pattern of amity and enmity, we can 

possibly conclude that South Asian RSC essentially remains bipolar in nature with India 

and Pakistan being at the core, and other smaller regional states at the periphery. China, 

though not part of the region as per the classic definition of South Asia, but continues to 

play important role.  

 

Towards the East, the fusion of two sub-regional security complexes, i.e. East Asia 

(China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan), and the South East Asia (Thailand, Philippines, Myanmar, 

Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Malaysia and Singapore)could lead to the 

emergence of a larger Asian Super Complex, with China being at the nucleus and Japan, 

South Korea and some other smaller countries playing significant role with the US 

assistance.  

Owing to this ‗systemic flux‘, China‘s role would become increasingly important 

as the leading global player and a pivotal power in reshaping the existing world order from 

‗uni-polar‘ to at least ‗multi-polar‘, if not a ‗bi-polar‘ one.  

                                                           
1
―The discursive process through which an inter-subjective understanding is constructed within a political 

community to treat something as an existential threat to a valued referent object, and to enable a call for 

urgent and exceptional measures to deal with the threat. 
2
―A process by which political community downgrades or ceases to treat something as an existential threat to 

a valued referent object, and reduces or stops calling for urgent and exceptional measures to deal with the 

threat. The process can be directly discursive addressing the definition of the situation; more often it is 

indirect, where a shift of orientation towards other issues reduces the relative attention to the previously 

securitized issue.‖ 
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Misperception of Triangular Security Entanglement in South Asia 

 

Several Western scholars believe India-Pakistan rivalry as part of a triangular 

security entanglement, with China being the third pole. This may not necessarily be true. 

While India-Pakistan-China may be sharing geographical borders but the three states do 

not have common securitization priorities. For example, India and Pakistan share a long 

history of rivalry and have experienced several military crises and wars. This may not be 

true in case of India and China. India‘s desire to compete politically and militarily with 

China is essentially aimed at enhancing India‘s status as an emerging great power, but this 

relatively new struggle, according to Robert Kaplan is: ‗without the force of history 

behind it‘.
3
 While explaining this new phenomenon, Kaplan believes that:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nuclear CBMs in South Asia 
 

Over the last several years Pakistan has proposed several initiatives aimed at 

bringing strategic stability in the region, which could not materialize since India‘s 

approach remains guided by some of the following considerations: 

 

1. De-hyphenate nuclear and conventional CBMs 

2. Explore new areas to introduce restraints on the possible use of nuclear 

weapons; which could enable India to exploit its relative conventional 

advantage over Pakistan 

3. Explore options that could reverse the lowering of Pakistan‘s ‗perceived‘ 

nuclear threshold 

4. Insisting on transparency in nuclear doctrines 

 

On the other hand, Pakistan‘s approach towards Nuclear CBMs has remained 

centered on the following objectives: 

 

1. During the pre-1998 period ─ to prevent the nuclearization of South Asia, and 

after 1998 ─ promote NWs as a factor of stability in the region. 

2. Keep conventional and nuclear issues hyphenated. 

3. Prevent India from introducing new war fighting concepts and destabilizing 

weapons in the region. 

4. Work towards resolution of disputes through a sustained dialogue 

 

                                                           
3
Robert D Kaplan, The Revenge of Geography, (New York: Random House, 2012), 251. 

India desperately wants to escape from this geography 

and from this history. Its very competition and fixation 

with China forms an element of this escape. India’s 

rivalry with China is not like the one with Pakistan at 

all: it is more abstract, less emotional, and (far more 

significantly) less volatile. And it is a rivalry with no real 

history behind it.
1
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Pakistan’s Proposed CBM’s/ Arms Control Initiatives (Pre-1998 Period) 

• 1974 ─ Pakistan proposed Nuclear Free Zone in South Asia 

• 1978 ─ Joint declaration renouncing the acquisition or manufacture of NWs 

• 1978 ─ Mutual inspection of each other's nuclear facilities 

• 1979 ─ Simultaneous acceptance of NPT or full-scope IAEA safeguards 

• 1987 ─ Bilateral or regional Nuclear Test Ban Treaty 

• 1994 ─ South Asia Zero-Missile Zone  

• 1997 ─ Non-aggression pact  

 

Existing Nuclear CBMs  
 

Existing nuclear CBMs between India and Pakistan are as under: - 

 

a. Prohibition of Attacks against Nuclear Installations and Facilities (1988).   

Both India and Pakistan agreed to refrain from attacking each other‘s notified 

nuclear facilities. As part of the agreement, Pakistan and India exchange lists 

of their nuclear installations and facilities on annual basis.  

b. Agreement on Advance Notification of Ballistic Missile Tests (2005). The 

main objective of this agreement is to prevent misunderstanding by providing 

advance notification of ballistic missile flight tests.  

 

c. Agreement on Reducing the Risk from Accidents Related to Nuclear 

Weapons (2007). The agreement was reached to guard against accidents 

relating to nuclear weapons and to notify each other immediately in case of an 

accident with a potential of radioactive fallout.  

 

d. Establishment of Hotlines. As per this agreement, separate hotlines between 

respective DG MOs and Foreign Secretaries have been established in order to 

prevent misunderstanding and to reduce risks relevant to nuclear issues. 

 

Pakistan’s Proposed NCBMs at Dec 2012 Expert Level Talks at New Delhi 
 

In December 2012 expert level talks held at Delhi, Pakistan reiterated its earlier 

proposal of Strategic Restraint Regime (SRR), initially offered to India in 1999 that 

constitutes three inter-locking elements i.e. nuclear and missile restraint; conventional 

balance; and conflict resolution. In addition, Pakistan also shared four new proposals with 

the Indian side during the last expert level talks held in 2012. These include: 

 

a. Exchange of Information on Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technology  

b. Exchange of Information and Experience on Nuclear Safety 

c. Early Notification of Nuclear-Related Emergencies 

d. Bilateral Declaration on Non-Deployment of ABMs     
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Conclusion 
 

The current regional environment in which India is engaged in unprovoked 

hostilities along the Loc and the Working Boundary to assert itself as a regional hegemon 

does not augur well for new peace building initiatives between India and Pakistan. India‘s 

ambition to be reckoned as an undisputed regional power and a potential global power is 

not new, and is reflected in its dismissive approach towards conflict resolution and CBMs 

with Pakistan. More recently, India‘s growing importance due to United States‘ China 

containment ambition is being exploited by India to build its conventional and nuclear 

military capabilities. In response to this provocative Cold War mentality of containment 

and encirclement, China continues to play a constructive role of a stabilizer primarily 

focusing on deepening of economic relations. At the same time, it is expected that China‘s 

continued military advancement would help maintain a reasonable balance of power at the 

sub-regional, regional and global level.   
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Rabia Akhtar 
Director, Centre for Security, Strategy and Policy Research  

 (CSSPR), University of Lahore 

 

 

China is a critical player in South and East Asia and has enormous influence in 

shaping the strategic dynamics in the region. China has several priorities in the region for 

which it requires Pakistan‘s support as an essential strategic partner. Chinese interests in 

the region range from its expansive economic interests, battling terrorism on the home 

front and the region, balancing against India in South Asia, the US presence in the Indian 

Ocean and the Indo-US nexus to encircle China. 

 

As a small state, Pakistan can become an effective and indispensible ally to China 

if and only if, it strategically aligns its interests with China and the only way it can be 

done is by Pakistan to strengthen its economy. For China‘s economic, political and 

military modernization, a ‗peaceful periphery‘ is an essential condition. At present, China 

is pursuing a balanced South Asia policy and even though India feels threatened by 

Chinese presence in the South China Sea and increasingly expansive presence in the 

Indian Ocean, it has not stopped both countries from pursuing strong and mutually 

beneficial economic relationship. If Pakistan wishes to play the role of a strategic 

balancer, for which China has been grooming it for several decades now, Pakistan needs 

to alter its vision to see what serves its national interest best. And an essential re-

evaluation for Pakistan in this regard perhaps should come from stepping away from the 

classic Conflict Resolution Model, actively pursuing its Kashmir first policy and move 

towards Conflict Management of the Kashmir dispute. This will provide Pakistan the 

necessary vision and tools to achieve the ‗balance‘ that China requires to reshape its 

economic and security arrangements in the region. Pakistan needs to commit itself to 

becoming an economic powerhouse, so that it offers similar incentives to China at par 

with investment opportunities presented by India, even if the scale and size of those 

opportunities is smaller. China does recognize Pakistan‘s potential to offer such incentives 

that can help China re-order its strategic priorities in the region and Pak-China economic 

corridor is an example of that trust and appreciation. However, the question is, does 

Pakistan recognize its own potential? 

 

The key question Pakistan needs to address is how can it become an effective 

enabler of China‘s rise, which even though is inevitable, requires strategic alliance with 

regional partners. There are more questions than answers at this stage: Where does 

Pakistan fit in the changing regional and global order? What are the areas of convergence 

between China and Pakistan at the regional and international level? Does Pakistan have 

the necessary tools to deliver on Chinese expectations? In order for China to re-shape the 

regional order to its benefit, both political and economic, Pakistan can play a crucial role 

in enabling an environment that allows for such re-order to take place. In order for that to 

happen, Pakistan would need to re-evaluate its relations with India, work towards peaceful 

resolution of the Kashmir issue, and create an environment of strategic stability which 

enables prosperity instead of chaos and crisis. This is not impossible to achieve. 
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CBM Process and Peace Making in South Asia 
Sitara Noor 

Visiting Faculty Member, Fatima Jinnah University Rawalpindi 

 

 

Pak-India relations have remained hostage to a series of crises emerging right after 

their independence where Kashmir continued to stand out as the most significant one. 

Ensuing years witnessed a number of failed attempts to restore lasting peace. It was during 

those peace intervals that paved the way for some peace overtures and hence the 

emergence of confidence building measures (CBMs). Later years witnessed a series of 

CBMs mostly emerging from Pakistan‘s side predominantly in military domain.  

 

Before overt nuclearization Pakistan proposed a series of proposals that included 

―South Asian Nuclear Weapon Free Zone ‖ in the UN General Assembly in 1974, 

followed by India‘s first nuclear test. It was, in essence, aimed at neutralizing India‘s 

nuclear ambitions. Later starting from a formal proposal by Pakistan in 1981 to initiate 

bilateral talks to conclude an agreement on a mutually acceptable ratio of conventional 

armed forces, a series of proposals were given by Pakistan over the next few years, duly 

termed as ―peace offensive‖  that included renunciation on acquisition of nuclear weapons 

by both India and Pakistan (1978), comprehensive mutual inspection of each other‘s 

nuclear facilities (1979), simultaneous mutual acceptance of IAEA ―Full Scope 

Safeguards‖ (1979), simultaneous accession to the NPT (1979), a bilateral South Asian 

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (1987), and a mutual conference under the UN auspices 

on Nuclear Non-Proliferation in South Asia (1987). Post over nuclearization, Lahore MoU 

put forward a detailed plan of engagement on diverse grounds including proposal on 

Nuclear Restraint Regime in South Asia. 

 

 Historically incremental approach in bringing new CBMs and strengthening existing 

one has proved successful. In this sustenance (of the CBM process) is the key that may 

appear symbolic in beginning but may lead to a break-through in the longer run. Between 

India and Pakistan also there is so much criticism levelled against the ineffectiveness of 

CBMs at the time of crises. That, however, remains the fact that they have atleast kept the 

machinery oiled if not running at a faster pace. In this vain, Pakistan has made continuous 

effort to keep the CBM debate relevant. In the last round of talks as well, Pakistan has 

brought to front few more areas of cooperation in the field of nuclear safety, such as a 

bilateral agreement for early notification of a nuclear accident as encouraged by the IAEA 

and successfully managed by many states having nuclear energy programmes and in close 

regional proximity to each other. This approach, however, has witnessed a cold response 

from India who avoided to get into further CBMs one way or the other. This 

dismissiveness on Indian part to agree upon new incremental CBMs, at one hand, has cast 

a dark shadow on the very importance of CBM process and on the other have exposed 

Indian stubbornness to discuss even such benign measures. Another rather more disturbing 

residual impact could be the advent of a CBM fatigue on Pakistani side as well who 

justifiably seems tired of offering more cooperation in various areas with no reciprocity. 

Offering new CBMs just for the sake of bringing something on the table certainly is not 
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desirable and may not bring any change whatsoever. Equally counterproductive would be 

sheer dismissiveness of the ideas that certainly have their utility in a correspondingly 

beneficial manner for both the states particularly one offered in the field of nuclear safety.  

Indian dismissiveness partly comes with their so-called newly found ―great‖ power 

behaviour as a result of Indo-US nuclear deal. But this status demands more responsibility 

and maturity of behaviour and not the rabble-rousing attitude. Role of CBMs even 

symbolic at times should not be played down. They may not be a substitute for peace but 

certainly they should remain relevant as a mean towards this end. 
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Concluding Remarks 

Ambassador Khalid Mehmood 
Chairman BOG, ISSI 

 

 

Ambassador Khalid Mehmood, Chairman Board of Governors, ISSI in his 

concluding remarks stated that the seminar was very informative and educative and has 

given us a first-hand account of what Chinese think about strategic stability. He 

commended the close ties between China and Pakistan on both bilateral and multilateral 

platforms.  

He also appreciated the Chinese people with regards to their ambition and clarity 

in achieving their goals. He finally expressed his confidence in the ISSI-CACDA 

Memorandum of Understanding to bear fruit in the future. 
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